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BizTalk 2020 Upgrade vs. Azure Logic Apps Migration
Let TwoConnect help you find what’s right for you

We build modern, integrated software apps and data solutions. 
Our team of software developers, Azure architects, development 
managers, trainers, and our extended worldwide community of 
BizTalk integration experts simplify modern software 
development.

“I had a very tactical, immediate need for Microsoft integration expertise, and TwoConnect 
was able to plug-in and get up-to-speed very quickly. It’s immediately obvious that their 
knowledge and expertise in integration is very deep. They are focused, no-nonsense and 

good at what they do. If you need BizTalk specialists, TwoConnect is the firm you want to 
talk to.”

BizTalk touches everything in your organization. Learn the triggers 
to BizTalk application migration and when it’s time for you to 
upgrade or migrate to Azure cloud. Our award-winning BizTalk 
Managed Services team focuses on supporting, maintaining, and 
adapting your integration solutions to ensure the seamless 
continuity of your business operations. Our solutions are flexible 
and can adapt to different customers’ to needs, budget, and the 
required Service Level Agreement (SLA).

Know the benefits of migrating your applications

Why customers use TwoConnect BizTalk to Azure Migration 
services

• We listen to you

• We provide solutions that 
enable

• Merged worlds of Microsoft 
and Open Source

• API enabled and connected 
enterprises that operate with 
agility and speed

Solutions that enable

• We have the best-in-class 
developers and architects

• We solve business problems 
and challenges

• Over 20 years experience

• Solutions that run on premise 
in the cloud, or a hybrid

Simplified Software Dev

• We know technology and 
your business

• We believe there is a better 
way to do integration

• You achieve automated 
business processes

• You can adapt to increasing 
technology requirements

High-quality solutions

• We eliminate dependency on BizTalk/SSIS developers.

• We modernize application/data integration Dev/Ops.

• We deliver high-quality innovative technology solutions.

• We work transparently, listen, educate, and provide solutions that enable.
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TwoConnect Business Benefits

• Over years experience in 
implementation

• An award-winning Microsoft 
Integration consulting team 
provides everything you need 
to determine if upgrading to 
BizTalk 2020 is a good option 
for you

• Receive your own personalized 
transformation roadmap: 
assessment, business case, 
proof of concept and migration 
deployment options

BizTalk Upgrade vs. Migration 
to Azure Cloud Services

• Major contributor to the 
Microsoft community

• Winner of Stack Overflow 
Top BizTalk Answerer: 
TechNet Guru Winner; 
BizTalk Technical Guru

Community Contributions

• Expert Integration consulting 
services on-premise, in the 
cloud or hybrid

• Microsoft Gold Integration& 
DevOps Partner and member 
of the elite Virtual Technical 
Specialist team (1 of 18 
worldwide)

Integration Consulting 
Services

At some point, you’ll need to make the decision to upgrade or migrate to Azure Cloud. The success of your 
business depends on how smoothly you can make the transition while empowering your employees and 
continuing to impress your customers.

TwoConnect provides the insights into integration, and with Azure, integration has never been easier and less 
expensive. Learn what triggers tell you it’s time to upgrade BizTalk or migrate your integrations to Microsoft 
Azure Logic Apps. 

Once you’ve determined the right move for your company, TwoConnect can help with all your digital 
transformation requirements.

Know the benefits of migrating your applications


